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Abstract:
In the presented study, a Pseudomonas citronellolis strain was isolated from drilling waste
(DW). This strain could utilize DW as the sole energy and carbon source to produce
biosurfactants (BSs). This substantially reduces bioprocess cost of BSs production as an
inexpensive substrate, such as DW, is used to produce an added-value compound. The BS
produced was thermally stable, amorphous and includes a peptide structure. Different iron
sources and Carbon/Nitrogen ratios was used to enhance BS production, determining an
optimization strategy of BS production. The BS was also partially purified and used against
gram-negative and positive multi-drug resistant bacteria. The minimum inhibitory
concentration was defined. The antimicrobial properties of the BS established its
effectiveness and down-stream processing cost reduction, as no additional purification
steps were necessary. The study demonstrates a sustainable low-cost bioprocess towards a
circular bioeconomy, while the BS holds great potential as a novel compound with
antibiotic and disinfectant-like action.
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